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Good evening, everyone.   
 
And my thanks to the panel organizers for providing this opportunity for discussion and debate. 
 
Let us start out by acknowledging that in Canada today – particularly in Western Canada – the 
Oil Sands (or as most of us would rather call them, the Tar Sands) are the darling of the 
business establishment.  In fact, the Alberta economy, and to a lesser degree the 
Saskatchewan economy, are premised on continuing expansion of tar sands development.  One 
can only imagine the billions of dollars invested by oil companies, pipeline companies and the 
many tiers of support industries built around the tar sands economy.  In addition to that, there 
are heavy subsidies of tar sands development by the federal and provincial governments.  Now 
we are seeing heightened interest in tar sands development from large foreign investors.   
 
On the flip side, the nuclear industry is in trouble.  Despite brave talk of the so-called “nuclear 
renaissance,” countries with huge economies – like Germany and Japan – are backing away 
from nuclear energy – particularly after the Fukushima disaster last year.  The Canadian nuclear 
industry and Canadian governments (the feds and, most notably, the Saskatchewan 
government) are aggressively promoting nuclear in emerging economies.  Newly negotiated 
trade agreements with India and China have quite consciously watered down the former 
requirements for close monitoring to ensure the safe and peaceful use of uranium and nuclear 
technology in those countries if they purchase Canadian product. 
 
Right now tar sands investors have no reason to entertain the notion of nuclear reactors as a 
power source.  Natural gas has been the fuel of choice for bitumen extraction.  And natural gas 
is currently plentiful and cheap, so nuclear energy cannot compete economically.  But that does 
not mean that the uranium and nuclear industry have not been actively promoting the 
development and deployment of nuclear reactors in the tar sands.  They are looking at 10 or 20 
years down the road when natural gas will no longer be a viable option. 
 
Every year, more papers are published, more panel discussions are held at nuclear 
conferences, and more representations are made to both the tar sands industry and 

government, promoting the expansion of nuclear technology in the tar sands. 
 
The operative public relations hook being used by the nuclear industry is the clever term “Green 
Bitumen.”  The argument goes that nuclear energy will drastically reduce our carbon footprint 
and thus alleviate the horrid reputation for carbon emissions suffered by the tar sands industry.  
We all know that Canada, Alberta and Saskatchewan have failed miserably in their efforts to 
achieve reduction of CO2 emission targets, even as federal and provincial governments jockey 
to lower the bar on expectations. 
 
So in fact, federal and provincial governments have been eager adherents to the “Green 
Bitumen” myth.  They desperately need to demonstrate that they are somehow addressing 
global warming, and the hype from the nuclear industry feeds into their propaganda.   
Never mind that uranium mining, nuclear reactors, and storage of radioactive wastes create 
even more environmental problems for generations to come. 
 
As I said, the nuclear industry is desperate.  And in Saskatchewan the provincial government is 
obsessed with economic expansionism, primarily in the form of resource extraction.  They and 
the uranium mining industry have big dollar-signs in their eyes as they push for value-added 
industry to complement the well-established uranium mining activity already here. 
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The most recent manifestation of attempts to establish nuclear reactors in Alberta and 
Saskatchewan began in about 2006.  The Alberta Energy Research Institute, the energy-
technology arm of the provincial government, began working “with industry to design a request 
for proposals to build a nuclear reactor in the Fort McMurray region.”  Seeing a golden 
opportunity for expansion, this was quickly followed by private representations to the provincial 
government.   
 
By 2008 the Alberta Nuclear Power Expert Panel (comprising representatives from the oil and 
nuclear industries) began to study those proposals.  The provincial government also entered 
into discussions with the Idaho National Laboratory – a major US Department of Energy nuclear 
research facility --  and reached agreement on ways to use nuclear energy in Alberta’s oil and 
gas industry. 
 
When the ordinary Alberta citizens discovered what was going on, there was a grassroots 
uprising.  A huge popular resistance ensued.  Bruce Power (which operates large nuclear 
reactors in Ontario) soon stepped in to manage efforts to build a reactor in Alberta.  But 
ultimately the politicians – and Bruce Power – backed down.  There was just too much public 
opposition to the proposals being offered by industry and government.  By the end of 2011 the 
effort was entirely dead, and Bruce Power withdrew its application. 
 
If the story of what happened in Alberta sounds vaguely familiar, you will recognize many 
parallels with what occurred in Saskatchewan following the election of the Saskatchewan Party 
government in 2007.  Even before the 2007 election, Brad Wall had decided to embrace a 
nuclear future.  In a news story that May, Wall claimed, “Small reactor technology is coming on 
fast and may present an opportunity for our province to develop our oil sands in an 
environmentally responsible way as the new technology produces much-needed steam as well 
as energy. . . ”    
 
This announcement presages quite accurately the agenda that the Wall government has 
religiously pursued ever since.  Bruce Power and Atomic Energy of Canada Ltd showed up at 
Saskatchewan’s door soon after the election.  Bruce Power made a pitch to SaskPower in 2008 
extolling the benefits of a large-scale nuclear reactor in Saskatchewan, with the potential to 
export electricity to the Alberta tar sands and beyond.  
 
The Uranium Development Partnership (UDP), a Saskatchewan review panel comprising 
university and industry representatives, was appointed in 2008 and was keen on moving the 
nuclear agenda forward. The UDP chair was in fact Dr. Richard Florizone, one of the University 
of Saskatchewan’s vice-presidents, and a physicist who has long had the dream of 
commissioning a larger nuclear research reactor on campus.   The UDP report was released in 
April 2009, followed by a public consultation process over the summer months.  As in Alberta, 
the public reaction to the nuclear proposals was swift and strongly negative.   
 
Just as had happened in Alberta, the Saskatchewan government had however already signed 
an agreement with the Idaho National Laboratory in March 2009 to provide “a mechanism for 
the government and INL to consider research and demonstration projects on a variety of energy 
sources and resources, including uranium, nuclear energy, heavy oil, oil shale and oil sands.”  
Obviously, the provincial government and the uranium industry were supremely confident that 
the UDP agenda would carry the day.  Cameco, the biggest uranium mining corporation in the 
world, brought former University President Peter MacKinnon to their northern Saskatchewan 
operations and their exclusive Yalowega fishing lodge in August of 2009, hoping to impress him 
with the future of nuclear in the province.  He probably needed little convincing.  According to 
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the University’s response to a Freedom of Information request, no report about the purpose of, 
or the discussions involved, in his visit can be found in the University records.  But it was a nice 
excursion all the same, totally paid out of Cameco corporation’s entertainment fund – and, I 
might add, in apparent contravention of the University’s own Conflict of Interest guidelines. 
 
The Saskatchewan government ultimately had to retreat from the Bruce Power proposal, but 
they then took a different strategy from Alberta.  They pursued much of their nuclear agenda by 
funneling funds towards research and development at the University of Saskatchewan.   Largely 
outside public purview, and in close collaboration with the University administration, the 
Canadian Centre for Nuclear Innovation (CCNI) was established in 2011 with $30 million of 
government seed money.   In the CCNI Business Framework, the government insisted that 
CCNI must meet expectations for nuclear industry enhancement over the next seven years.   
One of the first funding partnerships it signed was with the Hitachi business group, including an 
Memorandum of Understanding to conduct “research into the design and feasibility of small 
reactor technologies.”  A further $10 million for CCNI came along with this initiative. 
 
Small nuclear reactors are now the primary focus of research and development among the 
industry, the government and the University.  This technology, they say, has the potential to 
supply power on-site at huge industrial/mining complexes like the tar sands or in potash mines.   
There is even talk of small nuclear reactors being used to provide electricity to remote 
communities.  Just how public health and safety is impacted by the desired proliferation of 
nuclear reactors in ecologically sensitive milieux is a question that nobody seems to be 
interested in addressing at this point.  But we ought to be concerned! 

 
Fully 88% of the 2,263 responses to the Perrins consultation process rejected the overall 
strategy of the Uranium Development Partnership’s report in 2009.  So we all have to ask the 
bold question:  After such a clearly negative response, what the hell happened!?  We 
thought the provincial government had heard us loud and clear.  That was just three 
years ago.  How is it possible that the nuclear agenda has sped along so readily and with 
so little public input? 

 
We have to remember that the uranium industry, and particularly Cameco corporation, has 
spent many years currying favour at the University of Saskatchewan.  Millions of dollars in 
scholarships, endowments and capital projects at the University bear the Cameco name and 
attest to its corporate largesse.  Many of those individuals on campus who signed letters of 
support for establishment of the Canadian Centre for Nuclear Innovation had witnessed 
Cameco donations to their departments.  The most obvious example is the letter written by the 
director of the International Centre for Northern Governance and Development (ICNGD) at U of 
S.  Its fervent endorsement includes a report of ICNGD’s close working ties with “communities, 
government stakeholders and industry in northern Saskatchewan,” and it singles out Cameco as 
one with a particularly strong relationship to ICNGD.  Within days of that letter of support for 
CCNI being written, a press release was issued publicizing a $2 million grant to ICNGD – $1 
million each from Cameco and the provincial government. 
 
We also have to pay close attention to the corporate connections and influence here at the 
University.  Many eyebrows have been raised by the fact that Nancy Hopkins, the Chair of the 
Board of Governors, is also a shareholder and director of Cameco corporation.  The Board of 
Governors keeps its proceedings quite secret, posting only a digest of its meeting minutes 
online.  Despite suggestions that they do so, no record of recusals is included in that digest of 
minutes, so the questions arise: Has Ms Hopkins declared a conflict of interest when the Board 
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votes on issues relating to the Canadian Centre for Nuclear Innovation?  And has she in fact 
recused herself from those discussions and votes? 
 
Several of those appointed to the CCNI board in December 2011 have close connections to the 
nuclear industry.  Did Ms Hopkins recuse herself from the discussion and votes making those 
appointments?   
 
Despite claims that the CCNI is facilitating independent research into nuclear science, the 
composition of its board raises serious doubts: 

• Richard Florizone (a U of S vice-president) was the chair of the Uranium 
Development Partnership in 2008-9, which strongly advocated value-added nuclear 
development in the province. 

• Karen Chad (another U of S vice-president) is also a board member of Enterprise 
Saskatchewan, the provincial government agency tasked with advancing the 
Uranium Development Partnership agenda. 

• Jerome Konecsni is the current CEO of Innovation Saskatchewan.  Innovation 
Saskatchewan is the twin of Enterprise Saskatchewan and is in fact the government 
agency responsible for funding their nuclear innovation agenda. 

• Bill Kupferschmidt is Vice-President and General Manager of Research and 
Development at Atomic Energy of Canada Limited (the federal Crown corporation 
marketing Candu reactor technology).  

• Engin Özberk is Vice President, Cameco (Uranium) Technology and Innovation. 

• Howard Wheater is a consultant to the State of Nevada concerning safety 
assessment for a proposed repository for high-level radioactive waste at Yucca 
Mountain.  
and 

• George Bereznai (chair of the CCNI board) is the dean of the Faculty of Energy 
Systems and Nuclear Science at the University of Ontario Institute of Technology. 

 
Usually when announcements are made about future research and innovation arising from 
CCNI sponsorship, there is a great deal of fanfare about the prospects for nuclear medicine.  It 
is definitely odd then, that none of the CCNI directors has any obvious expertise in nuclear 

medicine.  A carefully constituted board, cognizant of the broadest realm of social research 
concerns, would surely never have neglected the need to represent that balance of public 
interests.  What was the U of S Board of Governors thinking when they approved these 

appointments?   
 
The key to it all seems to lie in the CCNI Business Framework, which clearly states the 
expectations of the provincial government in funding the institute,  
 

to foster investment in nuclear research, development and training in the nuclear 
sector, as one part of its innovation agenda.  . . .  For example, the province 
expects nuclear power to be considered in the range of energy options available 

for base‐load generation capacity in the medium and long term after 2020, and 
that the CCNI will be able to serve as a source of expertise to inform decisions in 
this area. The province expects to refer third parties to the centre as an informed 
point of contact to receive ideas for innovation in nuclear technologies, and 
respond appropriately.    

 
The CCNI board was just appointed last December, and we do not know much of their 
deliberations to this point.  Its first call for project proposals was issued just this summer and 
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those proposals are currently in the adjudication process.  We are right to be concerned about 
the type of research the CCNI might be funding and where that funding is coming from.  
Corporate sponsorship is a big component of the success of project proposals.  
 
It seems to me that the University of Saskatchewan represents “Ground Zero” when it comes to 
the development and deployment of small nuclear reactors in Saskatchewan.  We here in 
Saskatchewan have the responsibility to resist these efforts and to hold the People’s University 
and our elected representatives in the provincial government accountable for the decisions 
being made, largely behind closed doors.   
 
The implications for future generations are dire and they cannot and should not be ignored. 

 
Thank you! 


